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OBJECllVE 

MATERIALS 

FIG TESPN: Step 1. 
F = Find the Feelings 

• To sensitize students to personal feelings and the feelings 
ers to teach students to recognize and verbalize those 

"Feelings Flashcards" (Worksheet 4.15.1) 

PREPARADON Photocopy and cut apart the Feelings Flashcards. 

INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES 

1 . Conduct a Sharing Circle. 

Briefly review the concept of FIG TESPN, then ask the 
share the results of their skill practice from the preceding 

2. Discuss the importance of feelings. 

Introduce and explain the skill-that good problem solvers 
pay attention to the messages that other people send through 
facial expressions (an uplifted eyebrow to show surprise or 
example) and their posture (slouching or slumping over the desk 
sign of being tired or bored). Good problem solvers also 
when they have strong feelings themselves, and they learn to tell 
ers accurately what those feelings are. 

3. Introduce skill components. 

128 

Ask students how they will be able to tell what others are feeling. 
at least the following answers: 

• By looking at people's facial expressions and how they act 

• By listening to what people say and how they say it (tone of 
volume, speed, expression, and so on) 

• By asking, "How are you feeling?" 
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4. Discuss the way feelings affect behavior. 

Ask students to think of a time when they may have been in a bad 
mood !overtired, cranky, irritated, or angry) and someone approached 
them to ask a favor jfor example, "Can1 use your bike?" or "Can I bor
row some money?") Ask what happened. Have the class discuss how 
mood affects responses in a situation like that. 

1\vo important points can be made: 

• The irritated person should recognize being in this mood and be 
able to express it-for example, "Look, I'm sort of angry right now. 
Maybe we could talk about this later." Things will be much less 
irritating down the line if the person responds like this rather than 
with an angry outburst such as "No way! I'll never lend you any
thing." 

• The person doing the asking should be able to read signs of the 
other person's feelings, which would be a clue to wait until 
another time to ask. 

5. Conduct a basic practice activity. 

Use the following situations and ask several different students how 
they would feel if these situations happened to them. !Or insert hypo
thetical names and ask how they think that person would feel.) 

Sample situations: 

• Someone took your iPod without asking your permission. 

• You've just been chosen for an important part in the school play. 

• Your best friend just told you about plans to move far away. 

• Someone just cheated in a game you were playing. 

Encourage clarification by asking why the students might feel that 
way. It can also be useful to ask how the other person in each scenario 
might be feeling. 

6. Additional practice: Feelings Charades. 

Divide the class into two teams. Give one student a flashcard with a 
feelings word on it. The student must act it out nonverbally while 
teammates try to guess what it is. Then the other team gets a turn. 
The goal is to see which team can recognize their actor's words most 
quickly. 

If you prefer, you can add your own feelings words to the list and 
choose those appropriate for your students. 
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7. Additional practice: Mirroring. 

In this exercise, students demonstrate what feelings look like. Choose 
two students: one as the Communicator and the other as the Mirror. 
Explain that as you read the following scenarios, the Communicator 
will make a facial expression that reflects each feelings word. The 
Mirror's job is to copy exactly what the Communicator does. 

Sample scenarios: 

• Jacquetta is excited about a gift she has just received and curious 
about what it could be. She becomes frustrated when she can't 
untie the ribbon, but finally opens it and is surprised to find it 
empty! 

• Jose is worried about his dog, Spike, who has stayed out overnight. 
He hears a scratching sound at the door and is suspicious about 
what it could be. When he opens the door and sees Spike, he is 
joyful. But then he remembers how upset he was and becomes 
angry. But not for long! 

• Angela is disappointed when a class trip is canceled but is happy 
when her dad suggests a movie that evening. 

• A student is contentedly working on a math assignment when he 
encounters difficulty and becomes frustrated. After trying several 
solutions, he solves the problem and feels proud and satis{led. 

8. Introduce a Reflective Summary. 

9. Follow up. 

Assignments 

As outlined in the Introduction, ask students to reflect on the ques
tion "What did you learn from today' s lesson?" Reinforce key themes, 
then go over any follow-up work. 

The following steps will help make sure that the students have a 
chance to continue working with the new concepts. 

1. Make up a daily schedule sheet for your class that shows all the 
periods of the day for a full week but has blank spaces so students 
can write some things. Ask them to look for signs of different feel
ings in themselves and, for the entire week, to write down the feel
ings they noticed in themselves after each period. This "Feelings 
Log" can be collected and discussed. 

2. Ask the class to think of one other student (don't tell who!) and 
to pay particular attention to the signs of different feelings that this 
person shows. This assignment can be kept informal or written up 
as an anonymous report. 



Take-Home 
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Send home a note asking parents to reinforce feelings skills with the 
following activity: 

Have your child identify the feelings of charaoters using a video or 
DVD of a favorite television show or movie. Stop the action at key 
points and ask your child how a character was feeling and what the 
character did to show how they were feeling. Go back and freeze the 
frames to get a more detailed look at facial expressions and gestures. 

Plans to Promote Transfer and Generalization of Skill 

Language Arts 

When reading stories or books, have the class notice different writ
ers' techniques for portraying characters' feelings. You may have stu
dents keep a list of feelings words or phrases used by writers. When 
students are writing, encourage them to use more and new feelings 
words, perhaps by assigning them. (For example, you might say, "In 
this assignment, you must use eight feelings words from this list 
before you use happy, sad, or mad.") 

Art 

Have students express certain feelings using colors, shapes, textures, 
and other abstract means; no words or specific objects or figures are 
allowed. Share, discuss, and display. 

Social Applications 

Ask students to watch two of their favorite TV shows in a different 
way this week. Their job is to pick two or three main characters and 
to list ways the characters showed different feelings. Ask them to see 
if a character has a favorite facial expression or body posture for show
ing one or more feelings. 

TIPS FOR TEACHERS 

1. Students have been exposed to looking for signs of different feel
ings in themselves during the lessons in Topics 9 and 10, for 
Feelings Fingerprints and the Keep Calm exercise. You can refer 
to those lessons if students find the activities in this topic difficult. 

2. Students who are less verbal or have communication difficulties 
can use flashcards during the practice activities, or they can draw 
pictures of people exhibiting the feelings being discussed. 

3. Feelings Find: An excellent in-class or homework assignment 
involves having students look through magazines or newspapers 
to find people who are exhibiting a feeling. You can use these pic
tures in many ways: 
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• Have the students share their pictures with the group. 

• Group like feelings together on a large sheet of paper with 
feeling written on the top. 

• Compile the pictures into a feelings notebook. 

• Post the pictures on a feelings bulletin board. 

• Use your own creative idea! 

4. Students enjoy these activities and benefit greatly from the 
tice, so consider spending more than one session on this topic or 
working in practice opportunities when brief periods of time arise 
during a school day. 



WORKSHEET 4. 1 5.1 Feelings Flashcards 

r-------------------------------------r------------------------------------~------------------------------------, • 

angry proud excited 

,, 

-----------------------------~------------------------------~-----------------------------, 

surprised annoyed embarrassed 

-----------------------------------~------------------------------------~------------------------------------, 

frustrated joyful curious 

-----------------------------------~------------------------------------~------------------------------------

happy sad worried 

-----------------------------------~------------------------------------~------------------------------------

disappointed suspicious confident 

------------------------------------L------------------------------------~------------------------------------
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Worksheet 4. 15.1 (continued) Blank Feelings Flashcards 

r-------------------------------------r--------------------------------~----~------------------------------------, 

~-----------------------------i------------------------------~-----------------------------1 

~------------------------------------~------------------------------------~------------------------------------, 

r------------------------------------~------------------------------------1-------------------------------------

~------------------------------------~------------------------------------~------------------------------------

------------------------------------~------------------------------------~------------------------------------
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